anomaly for the hyperbola. We show that, for the elliptic motion, the new method improves the accuracy of PeWez's method, and its performance is comparable to and better than Stiefel-Scheifele's method. The formulation for the hyperbolic motion will be ready very soon. PeWez's method and its two extensions will be part of an adaptive scheme of orbital propagation, which will be able to switch between the three formulations for accurately propagating the motion of a particle even in the critic situation of near-rectilinear motion. Optimal switch conditions will be found in order to meet accuracy requirements for the cases of highly eccentric orbit and planetary capture.
Pelaez's special perturbation method
The starting idea of Peliez's special perturbation method (see Peliez et al. (2007) ) is the decomposition of the position vector of a point mass x into the product of its magnitude R = ||x|| and its direction i = x/i?. The decomposition in the projective coordinates (i?, i), so-called after Ferr&idiz, is apreliminary operation in obtaining a set of linearized equations of motion (Deprit et al., 1994) .
Non-dimesionalization is performed and the differential equations with respect to the non-dimensional time T are derived for:
1. z = 1/r, where r is the non-dimensional orbital radius; 2. u = Vr, where Vr is the non-dimensional radial velocity; 3. tp = h, where h is the non-dimensional specific angular momentum;
4. the components of the unit quaternion p = (pi, P2, P3, Pi) related to the orbital frame TZ = (i, j, k). The unit vectors of TZ are defined by the relations: X , xAx . , .
i=o, k=T^----, j = kAi,
R ||xAx|| where x is the velocity vector.
The next step done in PeWez et al. (2007) is to change the independent variable from the physical time T to the fictitious time a, according to the transformation:
Finally, the variation of parameters technique is applied and the differential equations of the elements attached to the quantities z, u, ^J and pi, P2, P3 and p4 are determined. In the next section we explain the meaning of the elements introduced by the method.
Integrals of the motion
One of the elements is the specific angular momentum V" and needs no explanation.
Let fp = {fpx, fpy, fpz)^ be the perturbing acceleration vector (non-dimensional) expressed in the orbital frame TZ, which was defined in (1). The angular velocity (non-dimensional) of TZ is given by:
Let us consider a reference frame U which is rotating with respect to TZ at the angular velocity:
then, the angular velocity of W is:
We note that when fp^ is equal to zero the unit vectors of U remain fixed with respect to the inertial space. More precisely, U represents a family of reference frames, which are rotated with respect toTZofa + C clockwise around the direction of the osculating angular momentum vector, where C is an arbitrary constant.
*-u. For C = 0 the corresponding orbital frame UQ = (ui, U2, U3) is defined as follows: 
for, respectively, the non-dimensional transverse and radial velocity, and the identities k A i = j and k A j = -i, Eq. (5) yields:
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Equation (4) 
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The previous equation indicates that Ci and C2 are the projections of the eccentricity vector on the unit vectors ui and U2:
^i = e cos «£ C2 = e sin «£ ;
where ae, which is shown in Fig. (1) , is the angle between ui and e. At the initial time to, o" is equal to the arbitrary constant ao-By setting ao equal to the initial true anomaly -& (to), it follows ae (to) = 0, which means that ui is parallel to the eccentricity vector at time to.
We deal now with the elements attached to the unit quaternion p. They represent the components of the unit quaternion related to the orbital frame TZQ = (io, jo, ko), whose unit vectors are defined by: with ACT = a -ao. We recognize that TZQ belongs to the family of frames indicated by U, and, in particular, it corresponds to the choice C = -ao. As a consequence, this frame is invariant when the motion is unperturbed, and also when the disturbing acceleration is locked within the orbital plane. According to our assumption on ao, the frame TZo is permanently rotated of •& (to) with respect to Uo.
In general, for each choice of the value of C, it exists a SO(3) rotation with respect to an inertial reference frame based on the following Euler angles: the right ascension of the ascending node Q, the inclination i and the angle:
where w is the argument of periapsis. For example, we have cJ = w -ae + o"o for the reference frame TZo, and cJ = w -ae for Uo. The angles Q, i and cJ are integrals of the motion, even when the acceleration vector is not zero and lies on the orbital plane.
Once the orbital frames Uo and TZo are defined, the following elements can be introduced:
where Ci and C2 are the projections of the eccentricity vector on ui and U2 respectively, C3 is the inverse of the non-dimensional specific angular momentum, andpio, P20, P30 andp4o are the components of the unit quaternion which defines the orientation of TZo. The differential equations of these elements take the form:
(12) dp dp da 
Singularities of Pelaez's method
Note that g, which appears on the right-hand sides of Eqs. (10) - (16), can also be written in the form:
where h is the non-dimensional specific angular momentum, e is the eccentricity and d is the true anomaly. Therefore, the differential equations of the elements become singular when the term 1 + e cos d is zero. This situation occurs when:
1. e = 1 and t9 = TT: rectilinear ellipse at apoapsis and parabola for r equal to infinity; 2. cos -d = -1/e: hyperbola for r equal to infinity.
From a practical point of view there are two cases in which the accuracy of the method might be deteriorated: highly eccentric orbits near the apoapsis, and hyperbohc orbits near the asymptotes.
As regard the time equation, which is Eq. (2), it contains a singularity for h equal to zero, i.e. when the motion is rectilinear.
Elliptic motion
For the time being we deal with elliptic motion. We will present in a separate paper an analogous formulation for hyperbolic motion.
First three elements
We express the perturbed two-body problem equation in the orbital frame TZ, which is defined by relations (1), and project on the i-axis. If non-dimensional quantities are employed (see PeWez et al. (2007) ), the resulting equation takes the form:
It is a known fact (see Boccaletti and Pucacco (1999) ) that the eccentric anomaly is a regularizing variable for Kepler motion, and for this reason in Eq. (19) we change the independent variable from the non-dimensional time T to the fictitious time £ through the transformation:
where a is the non-dimensional semi-major axis. Let us introduce the eccentric anomaly E and consider the time derivative of E (see Baffin (1999) , p. 503), which is given by:
where v is the non-dimensional velocity vector. If we impose fp = 0 for t > t* > 0, being t* an arbitrary instant of time, we see that £ will differ from Ehy a constant term.
For a generic quantity x the two relations below are derived:
We set X = r in Eq. (22) and use the result in Eq. (19). After multiplying both sides by r'^a, we get:
Since the term containing the derivative of a vanishes in the case of pure Kepler motion, it is of the character of a perturbing term and it is consequently shifted to the right-hand side. From the expression of the non-dimensional Kepler energy:
after rearranging the terms, we obtain:
Both sides are then multiplied by -a, and UK is substituted by -1/ (2a). Some simplifications lead to the equality:
The previous relation is straight apphed to Eq. (23), which becomes:
Note that this equation is not singular when r = 0: the original Eq. (19) has been regularized.
(24)
What we are going to do now is to use the variation of parameters technique in order to find the set of two regular elements attached to r and dr/df, and the differential equations which describe their behavior. In the pure Kepler motion the terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (24) disappear to give:
This equation can be analytically integrated and the solution is represented by:
where A and B are integration constants which depend on the initial conditions. In Eq. (25) we prefer to collect a, and introduce the elements ryi and ?72:
From the comparison of Eq. (26) with the well-known expression of the orbital radius (here non-dimensional) in terms of the eccentric anomaly E:
and by comparing the two expressions for the radial velocity:
we infer the following relations for ryi and r]2 • rji = ecos {£ -E)
We substitute Eq. (24) with the corresponding system of two first-order differential equations:
A solution of the perturbed problem is sought in the form:
where, from now on, a is replaced by ^73. If these relations are introduced in Eqs. (29) and (30), the differential equations governing the evolution of ryi and ^72 are obtained. They are reported below together with the derivative of ?73 with respect to £:
where the quantities f and / are defined by:
Finally, we report the time equation (20) in terms of ryi, r]2 and ^73:
where f is provided by Eq. (31).
Equations (27) and (28) define ryi and r]2 as the projections of the eccentricity vector on two orthogonal axes which lie on the osculating orbital plane. Because ryi, r]2 and e are integrals of the motion, we infer that the two axes are fixed with respect to inertial space as long as the motion is unperturbed, as we are going to show.
Let us introduce the orbital frame V = (m, n, k) defined as follows: the axis k is oriented as the osculating angular momentum vector, the axis m hes on the osculating plane and is rotated counter-clockwise around k by the angle E (eccentric anomaly) with respect to the eccentricity vector e, and the axis n completes the setup to yield a Cartesian dextral system. The angular velocity of V is given by:
where i is the unit position vector. With the help of the differential equations of E and t9 derived with Poisson's variational method, which are respectively given by Eq. (21) and the equation:
the component of UJE along k is written in the form:
So, as we expected, when the perturbing acceleration is zero (fp = 0), V rotates at the angular velocity of d£/dT around the fixed axis k.
Let S = (si, S2, S3) be a reference frame that is defined by the rotation:
where Q is the matrix:
The eccentricity vector is projected on S, to yield: e = e cos {£ -E) Si + e sin {£ -E) S2 , and by substituting Eqs. (27) and (28) The angular velocity of S relative to P is: dr SO that the angular velocity of S becomes:
We conclude our proof by stating that the elements ryi and ri2 are the projections of e on the axes si and S2 of the reference frame <S, as shown by Eq. (38), and that <S, according to Eq. (39), is inertially fixed when the motion is unperturbed.
Introducing a time-element
We introduce an element with respect to the physical time T, called the time-element. In order to derive it we consider the case of pure Kepler motion. By integrating Eq. (33), the variable time is obtained:
where Co is the constant of integration. The term:
which linearly depends on the independent variable £, is the time-element. Let us, firstly, plug Eq. (41) into Eq. (40) and rearrange the terms to get:
T* = T + ryg' {r]i sin £ -r]2 cos £) .
Then, we differentiate Eq. (42) with respect to £. After exploiting Eq. (33) and simphfying, it results:
Once T* is known, the physical time is calculated by the relation:
T = T* -rJ2, {rji sin £ -rj2 cos £).

The unit quaternion
We present two possible formulations for the unit quaternion.
Reference frame TZ
Let us consider the reference frame TZ, which was defined in (1). The evolution of the unit quaternion p = (pi, p2, P3), Pi associated to TZ in the independent variable £, is governed by the relations: dp
where we remember that all the quantities involved are non-dimensional, and tu is the angular velocity vector of TZ. After substituting the expression of tu, given by Eq. (3), the four derivatives take the form:
The differential equations of the elements attached to the components of the unit quaternion p = {pi, P2, P3, Pi) are determined by applying the variation of parameters technique to Eqs. (45) - (48) (see Peliez et al. (2007) ). A direct way of obtaining these equations is to multiply both sides of Eqs. (13) - (16) 
where G is the product of g, defined by Eq. (18) 
2^1-vl-4
Because a appears in Eqs. (50) - (53), it is added to the set of integration variables and its derivative with respect to £ is written in a suitable form for being integrated:
(54) d£ I -rji cos £ -rj2 sm £ In the pure Kepler problem Eq. (54) is analytically integrable by separation of variables to yield:
where Co is the constant of integration.
Reference frame V
Let us consider the reference frame V = (m, n, k), previously introduced. The axes m and n of P may be defined as: m = cos(t9-£;)i-sin(t9-£;)j (56) n = sin(t9-£;)i + cos(t9-£;)j,
where i,j and k are the unit vectors of the reference frame 7?. provided in (1). Let b = (61, 62, ^3), 64 be the unit quaternion associated to V. Then, we exploit the relations (44), wherein tu is replaced by tu^, given in Eq. (34), to get: 
where A£ = £ -£0 and:
3/2 A = -^^ (1 -?7i cosf -?72 sinf) .
The trigonometric functions in Eqs. (66) -(69) can be expressed in terms of ryi, ^72 and £ by means of the identities:
e cos E = rji cos £ + ri2 sin £ e sin E = rji sin £ -ri2 cos f .
If in place ofi) -E in Eqs. (56) and (57) we set a -£, Eqs. (66) - (69) 
where a is calculated by integrating Eq. (54).
Set of differential equations
We collect below the differential equations of the seven generalized orbital {rill V2, V3, Pio, P20, P30, P4o):
where:
2/
We complete the set of Eqs. (74) - (80) 
Pelaez's formulation with a different independent variable
We change in Eqs. (10) - (16) the independent variable from a to £, according to the relation:
where e is the eccentricity. Both hands of the previous equation are differentiated with respect to a to find out the quantity: where:
The set of elements is the same of Peliez^s method and is reported in Eq. (9). The corresponding differential equations in the new independent variable £ are obtained by dividing Eqs. (10) - (16) by df/da given in Eq. (82). Finally, the following identities, which are consequences of Eq. (81), are employed:
1 -e cos £ A/1 -e^ sinf sma = 7^ .
-e cos £
Results
We present numerical comparisons of the following schemes:
1. The original formulation of Peliez's method (see PeWez et al. (2007) ). Let us name it DROMO.
2. The two modified versions of PeWez's method, with and without the time-element, whose equations are reported in section 3.3. Let us name them DROMO-A and DROMO-A-te respectively.
3. The modified version of Peliez's method presented in section 3.4. Let us call it DROMO-B.
4. Stiefel and Scheifele's set of regular elements linked to the Kustaanheimo-Stiefel parameters (see Stiefel and Scheifele (1971) for a review).
5. Cowell's method.
Two problems are used for the comparisons: the first deals with a satelfite in an highly eccentric orbit perturbed by (1) the Earth oblateness and (2) the Lunar perturbation; the second problem deals with a continuous radial thrust applied to a satellite in an initial circular orbit. In order to integrate the differential equations, the Runge-Kutta method of fourth order with Cash-Karp parameters was applied.
Oblate Earth plus the Moon
The problem, which is the example 2b of the book by Stiefel and Scheifele (1971) (page 122) is to determine the position of the satelfite after 50 revolutions (288.12768941 msd) with the initial position and velocity vectors expressed in an inertial reference frame by:
(xi, x-2, X3) = (0.0, -5888.9727, -3400.0) km (ii, ±2, ±3) = (10.691338, 0.0, 0.0) kms"^ .
The unperturbed Kepler orbit has an inclination of 30° with respect to the equator (xi, X2-plane) and an eccenfi-icity of 0.95. The satelfite is initially at the pericenter at distance R = 6800 km. Details on the implementation of the two perturbations are avaUable in the book Stiefel and Scheifele (1971) . The solution regarded as correct was given in Stiefel and Scheifele (1971) :
(a;i,ret, a;2,ret, a;3,ret) = (-24219.0503, 227962.1064, 129753.4424) km, Bond and AUman in their book (Bond and AUman, 1996) use this problem in order to compare different methods. The solution (83) was assumed as exact and the error calculated as the distance between the final position vector provided by each method and the exact one. Also PeWez exploits the problem to test the performance of his special perturbation method (PeWez et al., 2007) , which proves to be the most accurate among the other methods compared: Sperling-Burdet, Kustaanheimo-Stiefel and Cowell.
We compare our selected methods by imposing a frequency of 62 steps of integration per revolution and recording two different errors. The first is calculated as in the reference Bond and Alhnan (1996): fvSS y (xi_f-xi^ret) + (a;2,t-a;2,ret) + (a;3,t -a;3,ret) , where (xi^f, X2,f, X3_f) is the final position obtained from a generic method. The second is the difference between the magnitudes of the position vectors:
The results are shown in Tab.
(1). The best performance belongs to Stiefel-Scheifele's method in both the value of RSS and that of AR. Second ranked is DROMO, which shows a sfightly better accuracy of DROMO-B. The RSS of Peliez's special perturbation method is about 97 m, which is appreciably smaller than the value 250 m obtained by PeWez (PeWez et al., 2007) . Note that DROMO-A and DROMO-A-te have a RSS higher than 46 km, and a AR smaller than 1 km: this means that the error is mainly in the orientation of the position vector, while its magnitude is propagated with a good accuracy. Finally, Cowell's method is the least accurate, even if we aware that we are not using an appropriate numerical integrator for this formulation. 
Continuous radial thrust
A satellite is orbiting around the Earth in an circular orbit of radius ro = 6800 km. At time t = 0, it is propelled by a constant radial thrust of: ap^ = 1.22719913916381 x 10" km
The problem is to determine the magnitude of the position vector of the satellite after tf = 10000 s. The solution can be analytically calculated, thanks to Tsien's procedure (see Battin (1999) Also this problem is reported in the book by Bond and Alhnan (1996) , but they set a final time of tf = 12000 s, which corresponds to escape from the Earth. The selected methods are compared with a required number of 200 steps of integration per revolution, and the error is calculated as the difference with respect to the reference distance.
The results are reported in Tab. (2). The modifications of PeWez's special perturbation method proposed in this paper are the most accurate in predicting the final distance of the satelfite, and so they beat Stiefel-Scheifele's method, whose performance is similar to that of DROMO.
